BELoved actress and gdb supporter betty white with her golden retriever, pontiac, whom she adopted from guide dogs for the blind.
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Please recycle this newsletter!
Greetings,

2022 marks Guide Dogs for the Blind’s (GDB’s) 80th anniversary! Throughout the year, we’ll observe milestones and introduce new services that bring our mission to life. We recently launched a new podcast called “Central Bark,” and our Canine Heroes event in October will celebrate our anniversary. We’re also looking forward to paying tribute to our dear friend, Betty White, who passed away last December.

GDB was founded in May 1942 to provide guide dogs to World War II veterans who lost their sight from injuries sustained in the war. Today, we’re the largest guide dog school in North America, partnering nearly 16,000 people of all ages and from all walks of life with guide dogs. Through it all, innovation and the support of our amazing community have been paramount to our culture.

One of our most exciting goals for the future is to expand our K9 Buddy Program, currently available in ten Western states. The program matches youth who are visually impaired with specially selected dogs to become companions, in preparation for the guide dog lifestyle. Our bold vision is to place K9 Buddies with families free of charge throughout the entire U.S. and Canada.

As we work toward our goal to serve clients more broadly, we plan to offer more educational workshops about the guide dog lifestyle, including many offerings designed specifically for youth. And we’ll continue to grow our Orientation & Mobility Immersion Program to help more people gain the skills necessary to live life more independently with a cane or a guide dog.

Stay tuned. We’re just getting started!

With gratitude,

Christine Benninger
President and CEO
Betty White was a dear friend, dedicated supporter, and ambassador for Guide Dogs for the Blind (GDB) since 1986. We loved and admired Betty’s passion for animals, her incredible sense of humor and sass, and her generosity of spirit.

“Betty was a one-of-a-kind friend we will never forget,” says Christine Benninger, President and CEO of GDB. “To celebrate Betty’s incredible life, we have named one of our Golden Retriever puppies BettyRose, as one way to honor her and as a nod to Betty’s iconic character from Golden Girls.”

During the past three decades, Betty sponsored guide dog teams, graced us at countless events, and appeared in public service announcements urging people to support GDB. She also advocated for those with disabilities like blindness and was a strong proponent of diversity and inclusion. Like us, Betty believed that everyone deserves to move through the world safely and confidently—to live the life they want to live. We are forever grateful for Betty’s many contributions to our life-changing mission and look forward to honoring her amazing contributions to GDB later this year and beyond.

“Betty’s legacy of compassion, activism, and love of the human-animal bond will live on for years to come.”

—President and CEO Chris Benninger

NEW PODCAST LAUNCHED

As we embark on our 80th year, GDB is celebrating with the launch of a new podcast! “Central Bark” shares the stories and conversations that bring our mission to life. Join host, Theresa Stern, a GDB alumna and Vice President of Interdisciplinary Client Services and Engagement, as she and special guests discuss how lives are changed every day through the partnerships created between people, dogs, and communities at Guide Dogs for the Blind. Tune in and tell a friend!
CELEBRATING CLIENTS, CANINES, AND HOLIDAY CHEER!

More than 1,000 households attended Guide Dogs for the Blind’s Virtual Holiday Celebration on December 5, 2021, which raised more than $430,000 for our programs.

Radio and TV personality Liam Mayclem and GDB Alumna and Vice President of Interdisciplinary Client Services and Engagement Theresa Stern hosted the event that captured GDB’s mission in action. Matching funds from the ROMA Charitable Foundation and the David and Leah Robinson Fund provided a great incentive for people to donate. Special thanks to GDB grads Graham Norwood who performed an original song, and Carina Comer who wrapped up the festivities with a virtual holiday baking demonstration.

SAVE THE DATE

80TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
CANINE HEROES GALA
October 29, 2022 (San Francisco)
For more info, visit guidedogs.com/events

THANK YOU TO OUR HOLIDAY SPONSORS!

Lifetime Team Sponsor
Suburban Auto Group

Team Sponsor
Cashew, Retired Guide Dog

K9 Buddy Sponsors
Vicky and Marshall Berol
Janice & Thomas Berthold
Elizabeth A. Gard
The Klein Family

Name a Puppy Sponsors
Team at Amergent, Inc.
Dodge & Cox
Linda and Dale Glasser
Harbor Point Charitable Foundation
Kathy Riggins and Deane Shokes
Joan Robinson (GDBI)

Harness Sponsors
Act 1 Partners
Envise
Dona and Bud Fuller
Diana and Ken McQuarrie
Pet Emergency & Specialty Center of Marin
Valero Benicia Refinery
Zamost Public Relations

Media Sponsor
96.5 KOIT radio
For GDB clients Rob and Christine Moreno, the guide dog lifestyle means more to them than increased mobility, independence, and inclusion. It also led to their “happily ever after” love story!

The two met in college decades ago, but lost touch over the years. Rob had joined an elite unit in the military, but at the age of 22, he lost his eyesight in a car accident. “When I realized I lost my sight, everything was pulled out from under me.”

He adapted to his changed circumstances, learned how to travel safely with a white cane, and accomplished a great deal in his professional life. Then, after 27 years of navigating the world using his cane, he started to explore the possibility of life with a guide dog. That’s when he reconnected with Christine, who has been blind since she was five. She had been paired with guide dogs from GDB for many years and suggested that Rob give us a call.

Fast forward a bit, and Rob was matched with his first guide dog in 2006, and he also began dating Christine. They married in 2014, and Rob calls Christine his “one true love.” Rob recently was paired with his third guide dog, Inja, and was very happy with the training he received at our California campus. He also appreciated that after completing our on-site training, Beth Hamilton, a Field Service Support Specialist, came to their home in Tucson to help introduce his new dog to his wife’s guide dog and continue training on his home turf.

“Having Beth come out and reinforce everything I learned on campus and apply it to my routes here was awesome. She really brought all my training full circle. I really do feel like GDB has my back.”
Now retired from the Veteran's Administration (VA), Rob continues with the VA as a volunteer, helping others access VA benefits. Having a guide dog has been life-changing for Rob. “In the past, I wasn’t as active. I wasn’t as involved. Now, I’m leading the way with a lot of agencies and groups, and I attribute a great deal of my success to the confidence I get with my guide dog.”

Christine sums up the tremendous impact that the guide dog lifestyle has had on both their lives. “We’re married and we’re best friends. We are very blessed. I can’t even put into words all of the joy that Guide Dogs for the Blind has made possible in our lives.”

Rob adds: “GDB has been around for 80 years. Think how many lives they have impacted! Guide Dogs for the Blind and their donors have been like angels to me, and they always will be.”
Every year, GDB receives hundreds of applications from people seeking to be paired with a guide dog. Unfortunately, approximately 40 percent of the people who apply lack the orientation and mobility (O&M) skills to qualify. Agencies serving people who are blind or visually impaired that teach these skills lack resources and may not sufficiently emphasize the non-tactile travel skills necessary to work with a guide dog.

GDB’s Orientation & Mobility (O&M) Immersion Program addresses this critical gap so more people can learn to travel independently with a cane or a guide dog. Since the program began in 2016, more than 170 clients have completed the free, weeklong course.

Guide Dog Admissions Manager Ryan Garrett says before the program existed it was very difficult to tell an applicant they did not qualify for a guide dog. “Being able to refer people to our O&M Immersion Program is extremely satisfying. We can still help them access services in their local area, but we can also say we have this amazing program right here at GDB, and we can help you.”

Recent GDB graduate Cyndi Fosco is such a client. She wanted a guide dog but needed to brush up on her O&M skills. She enrolled in our O&M Immersion Program and then was accepted into our guide dog training program with a host of new skills that helped her to be successful. She says her guide dog Aaliyah has brought joy and independence to her life. “Guide Dogs for the Blind has been so amazing. Phone calls, FaceTime interviews, emails of information and support, connections with others, travel arrangements, O&M immersion training—so many things—all in preparation for bringing Aaliyah into my life.”

Another GDB client, Gustavo Sierra, wanted a guide dog to help him travel long distances for his engineering job on a military base as well as within city blocks without sidewalks. He also
wanted to learn new travel skills for walking through parking lots and large intersections. “I didn’t know what I didn’t know.” He says attending the O&M Immersion Program “really opened my eyes and enhanced my independence.” Gustavo is now enjoying life with his guide dog Morris, a yellow Lab. “With Morris I’m able to travel these difficult situations with confidence and ease.”

Marc Gillard, Director of Rehabilitation Services, who developed the O&M Immersion Program, says approximately one-third of first-time guide dog applicants who completed the program, like Cyndi and Gustavo, later received a guide dog or were accepted into training. “This program is opening new doors for people and changing lives,” says Marc. “It’s also helped us maintain closer relationships with more applicants from the time they call us until they hopefully get their guide dogs.”

In addition to helping new clients prepare for a guide dog, Marc says the O&M Immersion Program also trains current clients waiting for successor guide dogs. “We learned early on that we had several long-time clients who needed help refreshing their O&M skills. They may have had a loss of confidence due to a change in vision and are now in jeopardy of not qualifying for their next guide dog. It’s all about meeting clients where they are and helping them live the life they want to live.”

Marc says GDB’s goal is to continue to expand the O&M Immersion Program to accommodate more clients and eventually broaden the program to meet a variety of client needs. “We are committed to providing a lifetime of support to all of our clients. Because without the right support, people don’t just miss out on improved mobility, they miss out on living more abundant, inclusive lives,” he says. “To this end, we’re exploring a lot of possibilities.”

“It’s all about meeting clients where they are.”

—Director of Rehabilitation Services Marc Gillard
THANK YOU TO OUR NEW & CONTINUING SUPPORTERS
October 1-December 31, 2021*

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE MEMBERS
Honoring the generous donors who contribute $5,000+ annually.

VISIONARIES: $1,000,000+
Elizabeth A. Gard and Thomas J. Furlong
Janet Dawson
The Daylight Foundation
Debicki Foundation
Dodge & Cox
Fairbridge Foundation
Gatherer Family Foundation
Margie and Bob Giles
George and Mary Josephine Hamman Foundation
Gail and Fred Hardy
The Eleanor Hutchinson Parker Foundation, Inc.
Jim and Chana Jackson, The Ann Jackson Family Foundation
Camille and David Jassny
Peggy Kivel
The Klein Family
Monica Krick
The Darlene & Harry Lambert Foundation
Los Angeles Southwest CA Puppy Raisers
The McDonald Family Foundation
Sandra and Alan Mehrwein
Mitchner Family Charitable Fund
Helen J. Moore
EE Murphy Charitable Foundation
Mr. Butch Nachbar
Deborah Neff
Nghia Nguyen
NW Natural
Madeleine Palacin—in Memory of Raymond Palacin
Ruth Pfeiffer
Mary Clarke and David Pickard
The Pocket Foundation
Patricia Purnell
Kathy Riggins and Deane Shokes
Patricia Lenehan Ryan
Elaine Sarkaria
The Safeway Foundation
Dr. Scholl Foundation
Jim and Anne Schroeder
Monique Siegel and Kim Dobrowsky
State Street Global Advisors
Dwight Stuart Youth Fund
Lee H. & Marion B. Thompson Foundation
Catherine Tiffany
Lillyan Tremaroli
Washington State Assoc of Emblem Clubs
OCF Joseph E. Weston Public Foundation
Patricia Whitehead
Patricia Wild
Elaine Wilderman and Cashew
Warren and Claudia Wish
Louise Yale
Barbara and Robert Yeager
George & Margaret Zivelonghi Foundation
Margaret Zivelonghi

SOUL MATES: $100,000-$499,999
Marin Community Foundation
Carol Moss Foundation
The ROMA Foundation
Travers Family Foundation

HEROES: $50,000-$99,999
Anonymous (2)
The Catherine M. Kruttschnitt Family
Mildred Murray
Charles Robel
Douglas Shumway
Carl E. Wynn Foundation
Anonymous
Alex Aal
Mary Sue Bosch
The Danford Fisher Hannig Foundation
Granite Solutions Groupe
Hammack Family Foundation
Jon and Carolyn Kreitz
Kim and Terrie Livingston
Sharon D. Lund Foundation
The Marini Family Trust
Paul and Elaine Pennington
Patricia Peterson
The David & Leah Robinson Fund
Ruby Family Foundation
Ruffwear Inc
Sharon Stoesser
Thurnauer Charitable Trust
Jaime S. Winkler Charitable Fund

PARTNERS: $25,000-$49,999
Anonymous
Alex Aal
Mary Sue Bosch
The Danford Fisher Hannig Foundation
Granite Solutions Groupe
Hammack Family Foundation
Jon and Carolyn Kreitz
Kim and Terrie Livingston
Sharon D. Lund Foundation
The Marini Family Trust
Paul and Elaine Pennington
Patricia Peterson
The David & Leah Robinson Fund
Ruby Family Foundation
Ruffwear Inc
Sharon Stoesser
Thurnauer Charitable Trust
Jaime S. Winkler Charitable Fund

COMPANIONS: $10,000-$24,999
Anonymous (3)
Erika and John Ammirati
Kenneth and Jeanette Anders
Ginger and Don Anderson
The Eugene C. and Florence Armstrong Family Foundation
The Beverly and Frank Arnstein Foundation
Robert and Margaret Barbour
Mike and Debbi Bassett
Christine Benninger
Keith Bentley
Susan Boeing
Sarane Bowen
Carolyn R. Buehner
The Chamberlin Irrevocable Trust
The Chrysopolae Foundation
Clark-Janis Foundation
Robert Cresta

*This list includes gifts received through December 31, 2021. Gifts postmarked in December 2021 and received in January 2022 will be recognized in the next newsletter.
PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE MEMBERS
Honoring the generous donors who contribute $5,000+ annually.

NEW LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS
October 1-December 31, 2021
Recognizing the vision of those who have included GDB in their estate plans.

FRIENDS: $5,000-$9,999
Anonymous (3)
Community Foundation of Acadiana
Ken Amdahl
Joan and Fred Baker
Lee Bates
Michael and Susan Bates
Keith Bentley
Geoffrey Bible
Bill Block Foundation
William and Elaine Boggess
Joan C. Boyd
Ann S. Brinckman and Jeffrey S. Brinckman
Kenneth Bunger
Casey Burkhardt
Robert and Diane Butler
Jim and Becky Campbell
Al and Pat Ceresa
Circa Healthcare
Heather and William Cohen
Vickie and Jerry Davis
Jerry Davis CPA PC
Dena and Stephen Deck
Linda and Peter Dooley
Mary B. Doyle
Art Duncan
Ellen Eckman
Edward and Grace Ehrman
Joseph K. & Inez Eichenbaum Foundation
William Eitington
Peter Emch
Yvonne and Linda Escalera
Kathy Fackler
Suzanne and Steve Fisher
Roger and Catherine Fleck
Henry Fournade
Kathleen Fracassa
Clara Fuiten
Yvonne Gee
Dianne Geiger
David and Susan Gerke
Leesa Gidaro
Betty Glenn
Eileen and Mark Goor
Greater Horizons
Shirley Hagerman
Stephen Hansel
Harbor Point Charitable Foundation
Haverford Quality Investing
Bruce and Joan Herrieges
Kristin Hite
Bennett and Andrea Holtzman
Karyn Honigsfeld
Jordan Kalish and Maria Campione

Moving forward, the President’s Circle will become two Giving Societies: the Friend’s Society (honoring annual contributions of $1,000-$9,999), and the Leadership Circle (honoring annual contributions of $10,000 or more).

Lynn and Camille Kerby
Walter and Carole Kilby
KLM Foundation
Leonard and Sara Lafrance
Dennis and Linda Leuthauser
Donna Maionchi
Dennis Marino
Laura and Douglas Marsh
James and Ann Morrissey
Grant and Gina Mulligan
Katrina, Andrew, Debra and Lindsey Nielsen
Joanne Kok and Jeremy Nightingale
Stasia Ogden
Miyo Okubo
Painter, Smith and Amberg Inc.
Barbara Peterson—In Memory of William W. Peterson
Quentin & Virginia Peterson Charitable Foundation
Karen and Richard Pettingill
Nancy V. Powell
Erica Ramos
Andrew and Ann Reid
Kent Rickabaugh
The Roberts Brothers Foundation
Joan Robinson
The Ronor Foundation Inc.
Beth Russell
Elaine Shay
John Sivertsen
The Julia Stearns Dockweiler Charitable Foundation
William and Cindy Steenis
Michael and Catherine Stephany
Mickie Stokes
Douglas and Gabriela Stuart
Von and Barbara Summers
Abby Tanem
Porter E. & Helenmae Thompson Foundation
Union Bank Trust and Estate Services
Robert Waller
Weldon and Marilyn Wankier
Susan Warmbrand
Thomas Warrington and Elizabeth Folwell
Community Foundation for Southwest Washington
Beverly Williams
Robert Wood
Jim Zayac and Jim Schwarz

NEW LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS
October 1-December 31, 2021
Recognizing the vision of those who have included GDB in their estate plans.

Kathryn Arendt
Constance Gowen
Margaret Myer
Patricia L. Clingman
Sanford Lavine
Rick Oberst
Jeannie Flint and David Webecow
Christine and Robert Moreno
Shirley W. Park
Gayle Gillfillan
Mildred Murray
James N. Smith
LOOKING FOR SECURE INCOME?

You can support the mission of Guide Dogs for the Blind and receive guaranteed income for life by participating in our Charitable Gift Annuity (CGA) program. Additional benefits of a CGA include:

- Avoiding market uncertainty and investment worries by offering a constant annual income.
- Capital gains tax savings if appreciated securities are used to fund your annuity.

To request a personalized illustration, please return the coupon below or send an email to jscott@guidedogs.com, or call 800.295.4050 ext. 4073.

GIFT ANNUITY PROPOSAL

- How would a charitable gift annuity work for me? (Minimums: age 50, $5,000 gift)
- My birthdate: ___________ #2 Annuitant’s birthdate: ___________
- Sample gift amount: $5,000 $10,000 $50,000 Other: $ ___________

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________ Email: _______________________________________

☐ GDB is in my estate plan  ☐ Please send me suggested language to use in my will or trust.

Age  Rate
65  4.2%
70  4.7%
75  5.4%
80  6.5%
85  7.6%
90+ 8.6%

Two life and deferred rate annuities also available.